Unidirectional shear flow in a spatially periodic domain is shown to be linearly unstable with respect to both the Reynolds number and the domain aspect ratio. This finding is confirmed by computer simulations, and a simple stability condition is derived. Periodic Couette and Poiseuille flows are unstable at Reynolds numbers two orders of magnitude smaller than their aperiodic equivalents because the periodic boundaries impose fundamentally different constraints. This instability has important implications for designing computational models and experiments of nonlinear dynamic processes with periodicity.
Periodic boundary conditions (PBCs) are perhaps most popularly recognized from the pac-man arcade game, where the titular character reenters the screen opposite from the side it exits, but PBCs have also long been a mainstay of many physics, chemistry, and fluid mechanics computer-simulation methods, where they are used to construct physically relevant models using finite computational domains. Particle-based molecular simulations [1, 2] are classic examples-often, only a nanoscopic volume, many orders of magnitude smaller than used in experiments, can be routinely simulated. PBCs mitigate surface effects from the small volume, and the simulated properties can agree well with experiments while modeling remarkably few particles [3, 4] .
Nevertheless, PBCs affect certain processes in systematic but undesirable ways. Thermodynamic phase transitions are susceptible to finite-size effects from PBCs [5, 6] . Diffusive transport is artificially influenced by hydrodynamic interactions propagated through PBCs [7] ; corrections for this effect depend on the geometry [8, 9] . In a recent study, we found secondary flows growing from a periodic Couette-like shear flow [10] in full PBCs [11] . The expected unidirectional shear flow was obtained in a cubic box, but steady vortices developed when the box was longer in the flow direction (Fig. 1) . We speculated that this might indicate an underlying hydrodynamic instability, which is the subject of this article.
The field of hydrodynamic stability analysis is longestablished, dating back over a century [12, 13] . One of its early achievements was Taylor's demonstration and analysis of an instability in the Couette flow of a viscous fluid between rotating concentric cylinders [14] . The stability of many other flows and fluids has since been analyzed; Drazin and Reid give an excellent overview [13] . The stability of a shear flow within a fully periodic domain has received less attention [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . This may be partially due to the fact that experiments rarely have PBCs, and so PBCs may seem to be a mathematical curiosity. However, PBCs are the norm rather than the exception in many widely used computational methods, making it of critical importance to understand their effects on flow. Additionally, shear flows that vary periodically between bounded surfaces have pseudo-PBCs if the surfaces are far apart relative to the flow's wavelength and so may exhibit similar behavior to true PBCs [16] .
Here, we carry out a linear stability analysis of a unidirectional viscous shear flow in a fully periodic domain. We identify conditions under which three different flows are linearly unstable with respect to both the Reynolds number and also, surprisingly, the aspect ratio of the domain. We perform complementary particle-based simulations that confirm the analysis and shed valuable insight on the emergence of the instability. The results indicate that many shear flows become linearly unstable due to a purely geometric effect of the periodic domain. This work provides a simple, general framework for selecting geometries with PBCs that stabilize the flow; the framework requires only the flow's Fourier series expansion. It also underscores the need for caution when simulating nonlinear dynamic processes with PBCs, which differ in unexpected ways from bounded domains because the PBCs do not impose the same process constraints.
The starting point for the stability analysis is the Navier-Stokes equations for the incompressible flow u = U + δu of a Newtonian fluid [21] . The flow and its stresses are continuous through the PBCs; this differs from bounded domains, e.g., flow between two plates, which typically have no-slip and no-penetration boundary conditions at the surfaces. The base flow U is a unidirectional shear, U x (y), that has zero mean (no net flow) and is also a solution of the steady Navier-Stokes equations. Following the standard linear stability analysis procedure [12] , we apply Squire's theorem [22] and consider the two-dimensional disturbance in x and y, δu = e λt+ikx v(y) with δu z = 0; any three-dimensional disturbance will become unstable at a larger Reynolds number. The fully periodic domain has half-length L in the flow direction x and half-width H in the shear gradient direction y. Linearization yields [23]
which has been written in dimensionless form by reducing lengths by H, velocities by the maximum velocity of the shear flow U , and time by H/U ; Re = U H/ν is the Reynolds number with ν being the kinematic viscosity. Because of the PBC in x, the wavelength k = πm/α is constrained by the domain aspect ratio α = L/H with m being an integer. The base flow is unstable when the real part of λ is positive for a solution v y that satisfies the PBC in y.
In all but a handful of cases, Eq. (1) must be solved numerically, e.g., by discretization or by expanding v y in a set of orthogonal basis functions [13] . Orszag solved Eq. (1) for plane Poiseuille flow using Chebyshev polynomials [24] , but other basis functions can be used. Due to the PBCs, it is advantageous to expand the flow fields in complex finite Fourier series that are inherently periodic, v y (y) = n v n e iπny and U x (y) = p U p e iπpy with −N ≤ n, p ≤ N for sufficiently large N . These series can be directly substituted into Eq. (1) using termwise differentiation. Applying the orthogonality of the basis functions yields algebraic equations for v n and λ that depend on
This approach can be considered a generalization of prior analysis for a sinusoidal flow [15] to an arbitrary unidirectional shear flow U x (y) in a fully periodic domain where the PBC aspect ratio α constrains k. To find the limit of stability for a given α, we numerically determined the eigenvalues of Eq. (2) [24, 25] as a function of Re and solved for Re that gave the least stable λ having real part (λ) = 0 when m = 1. (Disturbances with larger m are unstable at larger α because they appear as a ratio.) In doing so, we neglected the possibility of instabilities triggered by nonorthogonal eigenmodes [26] . In order to test Eq. (2), we designed a series of casestudy shear flows that we simulated using the computationally efficient multiparticle collision dynamics method [27] [28] [29] for modeling fluctuating hydrodynamics. We used the stochastic rotation dynamics collision scheme [27] with cubic cells of edge length a, fixed 130
• rotation angle [30] , and random grid shifting [31] ; a MaxwellBoltzmann rescaling thermostat to maintain constant temperature T [32] ; and time 0.1 τ between collisions, where τ = a m/k B T , m is the particle mass, and k B is Boltzmann's constant. The particle number density was 5/a 3 , giving a liquid-like Newtonian fluid with kinematic viscosity ν = 0.79 a 2 /τ [33] [34] [35] . All simulations were performed with hoomd-blue (version 2.6.0) [36] [37] [38] using a three-dimensionally periodic simulation box with a square cross section (H = 50 a in y and z) and L varied in x to span 0.6 ≤ α ≤ 3. The maximum velocity of the base shear flow was restricted to U < ∼ 0.32 a/τ to avoid artificial effects at large Mach numbers [39] , giving Re ≤ 20. The simulations were initialized by superimposing the base flow on the thermalized fluid, which was sustained by an external force [23] , and were run for 10 5 τ to reach a steady state. The velocity field u(x, y) was then measured by averaging the particle velocities in square bins of size a 2 every 10 τ for 0.5 × 10 5 τ .
The stability of the simulated base flow was systematically assessed according to three criteria: (1) deviation of the average kinetic energy E y due to the particle yvelocities from equipartition, (2) deviation of u x (y) from the base flow U x (y), and (3) deviation of u y (x) from zero. For (2) and (3), the measured velocities were first averaged along x and y, respectively. The base flow was deemed unstable if all of these measures consistently exceeded the expected fluctuations [23], which we found was sufficiently discriminant but tolerant of statistical noise. The base flow was classified as stable if none of these measures consistently exceeded the statistical fluctuations; otherwise, it was unclassified.
We first considered the stability of the sinusoidal shear flow, U x (y) = sin(πy) (Fig. 2a) , which is well-studied [15] [16] [17] [18] 40] and so serves as a useful test of the simulations. Its Fourier coefficients are U ±1 = ∓i/2 and zero otherwise. Secondary flows like those shown in Fig. 1 readily formed in the simulations at sufficiently large Re and α. During the accessible simulation time, the flows remained stationary, although subsequent transitions to chaotic motion have been reported [17, 40] . The bottom panel of Fig. 2a compares the predictions of the linear stability analysis with the simulations, which are in excellent agreement. Both indicate that the base flow remains stable for all α ≤ 1 over this range of Re, as proved theoretically by Meshalkin and Sinai [15] . However, Fig. 2a also shows that there is a larger window of stability with respect to α as Re decreases, and over the range of α tested, no flows having Re < ∼ 5 were unstable. We subsequently tested two other flows commonly used in nonequilibrium molecular simulations: a periodic plane Poiseuille flow (Fig. 2b) [41] and a periodic plane Couette flow (Fig. 2c) [10] . Both can be generated by applying a constant force per mass F to the particles in the x direction within blocks of space centered at y = ±1/2 and having half-width 0 < d ≤ 1/2 [23]. For the periodic Poiseuille flow, d = 1/2 so that each block covers a full half-space of the box. For the periodic Couette flow, we took d = 1/25 to develop a linear shear flow that had only small parabolic regions near y = ±1/2 that made the shear stress continuous. The maximum velocity of these flows is
, which gives the well-known plane Poiseuille result when d = 1/2. In the limit d → 0, F must become large to maintain constant U . The Fourier coefficients for these two flows are
Because the block forces are only piecewise continuous, U p ∼ 1/p 3 and the Fourier series for d 2 U x / dy 2 converges pointwise rather than uniformly. We accordingly took N = 100 and confirmed that using N = 200 did not significantly affect the computed stability curves.
Like the sinusoidal flow, the simulated periodic Poiseuille and Couette flows became unstable at sufficiently large Re and α, in excellent agreement with the predicted stability curves (Figs. 2b-c) . In our previous study using a different method [10] to create Couette flow, we found stable shear flows for α < ∼ 1.25 [11] ; this is in complete agreement with our new analysis for the studied parameters. We are unaware of prior reports of an instability in the periodic Poiseuille flow, but its stability was highly similar to the sinusoidal flow. This may not be surprising given that the two flows closely resemble each other (Figs. 2a-b) . The periodic Couette flow (Fig. 2c ) was stable over a larger parameter space than the other two flows (see below).
Given the similarity of the three stability curves, we posited that they might be dominated by only the first (long wavelength) terms in the series expansions and applied a three-mode approximation (N = 1) [18, 40] . This drastic simplification allows the eigenvalues of Eq. (2) to be computed analytically and gives a simple relationship between the critical Reynolds number Re c and the first Fourier modes of the base flow,
There is a minimum Reynolds number for the instability as α → ∞; this result is well-known for the sinusoidal flow [15, 18, 40] , where all flows having Re < π √ 2 ≈ 4.4 are stable, and is in good agreement with the simulations.
Remarkably, Eq. (4) approximates the solution of Eq. (2) well for all three flows when α > ∼ 1.5 (Fig. 2) . This explains the similar stability of the periodic Poiseuille Most of the secondary flows that developed in our simulations had two stationary vortices (Fig. 1b) , although at the largest aspect ratio and Reynolds numbers simulated-α = 3 and Re = 17.5 and 20-we found four stationary vortices for the sinusoidal and perioidic Poiseuille flows. We hypothesized that the structure of some of the secondary flows might be connected to the most unstable eigenmode, which is the fastest growing perturbation to the base flow as it evolves to its steady state. This eigenmode, w = e ikx v(y), can be reconstructed using the Fourier coefficients for v y that comprise the eigenvector having the largest (λ) and computing v x = (i/k) dv y / dy based on the incompressibility of u. Fig. 3a shows w for the periodic Couette flow at Re = 15 and α = 1.4, which develops into the flow shown in Fig. 1b . It has two pairs of counterrotating vortices with streamlines primarily directed along the shear gradient y, which are reminiscent of Thess's least stable mode of the unbounded inviscid sinusoidal flow [16] .
The final steady flow need not possess the same structure as either the base flow or the most unstable eigenmode. However, we considered as an ansatz that in some cases the simulated flow field might be well-approximated by a linear combination of the two, u ≈ c 1 U + c 2 w, subject to a shift of the coordinates with respect to the periodic boundaries. As an example, we performed a leastsquares regression to the simulated u for the conditions in Fig. 3 , determining optimal coefficients c 1 = 0.765 and c 2 = 0.373. The fitted flow field (Fig. 3b) bears striking similarity to the simulated flow (Fig. 1b) , having a root-mean-squared error of 0.02 per velocity component. This strongly suggests that the linear analysis reasonably captures the underlying physics of the instability.
We also noted that the waiting time τ w for the secondary flows to emerge in the simulations was shorter for points farther from the stability curve in the (α, Re) diagram. This is qualitatively expected because these conditions are less stable based on their eigenvalues and should require smaller fluctuations (less time) to transition. To quantify this, we computed τ w for the unstable flows by empirically fitting E y to a hyperbolic tangent during the first 10 5 τ ; we defined τ w as the first time that E y increased by 10% of the difference between its initial and final values [23] . These times can be compared to 1/ (λ), which is the typical timescale associated with the most unstable disturbance. We found that τ w had a strong linear correlation with 1/ (λ) for all three flows (Fig. 4) . Moreover, we noted that the instability could take a surprisingly long time to emerge, up to nearly 1.5 × 10 4 τ . Having this estimate of the timescale for instability is an added benefit of our analysis.
The stability of shear flows in fully periodic domains stands in stark contrast to those in bounded ones. Plane Couette flow is linearly stable for all infinitesimal disturbances [42] , while plane Poiseuille flow is linearly stable up to Re = 5772 [24] ; in practice, both become unstable in the range of Re ≈ 10 2 to 10 3 [43] [44] [45] . However, their periodic extensions (Figs. 2b-c) are unstable at Re up to two orders of magnitude smaller. The change of stability in PBCs is not a simple consequence of the base flow; we previously showed that an unstable periodic Couette flow could be made stable by introducing a no-penetration boundary condition at either a half period or a full period of the flow [11] . Instead, the PBCs impose fundamentally different constraints: (1) the velocity and stress are not obligated to take a certain value at a surface, expanding the types of flows that can be realized, and (2) the PBCs restrict the wavelengths of disturbances to those commensurate with the domain, introducing a strong geometric dependence.
We have given a simple recipe for determining the stability of unidirectional shear flows in spatially periodic domains that requires only their Fourier series expansions and can be used to design well-behaved computational models. This flow instability highlights the need for caution when using PBCs to simulate nonlinear processes, as the PBCs may fundamentally alter the underlying physics. Similar instabilities may exist for other coupled transport processes modeled with PBCs. We also note that spatially periodic flows can be experimen-tally realized using, e.g., a magnetic fluid [46] . It may be possible to exploit an instability in such flows having pseudo-PBCs to induce cross-streamline mixing of a solute by toggling an appropriate external field. 
where the integral is taken over the periodic domain. The viscous incompressible flow of a Newtonian fluid is governed by the continuity equation,
and Navier-Stokes equations,
with density ρ, viscosity µ, pressure p, and body force per volume f . We then assume that the velocity u = U + δu can be separated into two parts: the base flow U and a perturbation δu. (The pressure field, p = P + δp is expressed similarly.) Both flows must satisfy the periodic boundary conditions of the domain. Inserting these into Eqs. (S2) and (S3), using that U must also be a solution of the same, and neglecting terms of O(δu 2 ) yields the linearized equations:
Ux ( where the prime denotes the ordinary derivative, v y = dv y / dy. The Navier-Stokes equations [Eq. (S5)] give
Eq. (S6) can be inserted in Eq. (S7) and solved for q:
SIMULATED FLOW FIELDS
The force per mass F x (y) applied to the MPCD particles is connected to the flow U x (y) by Eq. (S3) at uniform pressure because f x = ρF x . All particles had unit mass m, so F x is also the force per particle. Figure S2 shows the simulated F x and U x for the sinusoidal, periodic Poiseuille, and periodic Couette flows when Re = 20. All quantities in this section have dimensions with units derived from fundamental quantities in the MPCD simulations: length a, mass m, and energy k B T . Sinusoidal flow. For the sinusoidal flow,
the force is straightforwardly derived as
In the simulations, we chose U to obtain a certain Re, setting the force amplitude F = (πν) 2 Re/H 3 . Flow driven by a constant force in a block. Periodic plane Poiseuille flow and Couette flow were generated by similar procedures in the simulations. We defined two blocks centered at y = ±H of half-width d ≤ H/2 each. Then, a positive, constant force F was applied to all particles in the upper block and a negative, constant force −F was applied to all particles in the lower block:
This procedure conserves linear momentum on average, but there are instantaneous fluctuations due to the distribution of particles. A thermostat is also required to maintain constant temperature. By solving Eq. (S3) piecewise using the symmetries of the problem, the flow field can be deduced: 
Periodic Poiseuille flow. For a periodic plane Poiseuille flow, the width of the blocks was chosen to cover the full simulation box, d = H/2. Only g 2 contributes to the flow, establishing two opposing parabolic flows. The force magnitude for a given Reynolds number is F = 8ν
2 Re/H 3 . Periodic Couette flow. If d is much smaller than H/2, the flow is instead dominated by g 1 and a periodic plane Couette flow can be generated having two linear regimes. d must be sufficiently large that there are enough particles in each block to reliably apply the force and achieve the targeted maximum velocity. The force magnitude for a given Reynolds number is F = 8ν
2 Re/ H 3 (1 − (1 − 2d/H) 2 ) . In the limit d → 0, the shear stress has a step change at y = ±H/2, and F approximates a delta function. For finite d, F is bounded and the flow will have two small quadratic regions that keep the shear stress continuous. We chose d = 2 a for our boxes having H = 50 a, which gave predominantly Couette-like flow fields but also blocks with sufficient numbers of particles. 
